COVID-19 Update

At MJ Gleeson PLC, the safety of our customers, colleagues, subcontractors and supply chain, is,
and will always be, our number one priority. During the coronavirus pandemic, we have taken
many measures to ensure this.
Since the easing of restrictions, we are welcoming back customers to our sales centres and show
homes. An appointment is no longer necessary, although social distancing and other safety
measures do apply whilst visiting our developments. Further details are outlined below.
The safety of our colleagues, subcontractors and supply chain is also of the upmost importance
and information relating to how we are continuing to protect on-site personnel is also included
below.
Guidance for customers and visitors to our sales centres and show homes
All our sales centres (and show homes where present) are now open Thursday to Monday from
10am to 5pm. All visitors are now welcome to walk into any of our sales centres; an appointment is
no longer necessary. Visitors, however, must follow retail guidelines by wearing a face covering, as
well as completing a short COVID-19 questionnaire. We will also clearly explain how your visit to
our sales centre will be conducted and the procedures we have in place. This ensures the safety of
our customers and our colleagues.
Examples of these include:


A maximum of one household (a maximum of two people) in the sales centre/show
homes at any one time



Ensuring we maintain a safe one metre distance at all times (or a two metre distance, if
possible)



The use of disposable gloves and overshoes



Providing hand wash points

How we're protecting our colleagues, subcontractors and supply chain on our sites
COVID-19 Site Operating Procedures have been produced in line with Government guidance by
the Construction Leadership Council and Public Health England. To assist with the implementation
of these procedures, a detailed site management guidance document has been produced, which
outlines the specific requirements our personnel must adhere to whilst working on any of our
sites. The document also highlights what each site must have in place in order to reopen for operations.
Examples of these requirements include:


Enhanced cleaning procedures



Strict social distancing measures introduced



The introduction of trained COVID-19 Social Distancing Marshalls



A COVID-19 Site Induction must be completed by all personnel



Personnel must comply with all COVID-19 Code of Conducts whilst on site



Controlled working areas through a permit system have also been implemented

STAY ALERT. CONTROL THE VIRUS. SAVE LIVES.
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